
PRACC Rounds 5 & 6 at Eastbourne 4 & 5 July 2015 

Although more prior entries had been received by the host club, unfortunately a 

combination of personal circumstances meant that some couldn’t race.  However on 

day 1, 11 boats came to the line.  Initially the seeding races were split into A & B 

fleets with heat wins for Dave Andrews and Trevor Binks sailing Vernon Appleton’s 

sword. 

Race 2 was sailed fleeted but a couple of retirements from that round meant that the 

better option taken by Ken Binks, Race Officer was to have all 11 boats sailing from 

race 3 onwards. 

The forecast had been for some fairly strong breezes from the WSW.  The day was 

dry and bright throughout and whilst the wind direction and strength was mainly as 

forecast, there were occasions when you could sail into what seemed like a 

corkscrew.  There were equally some spectacular sights, once with 4 A boats, don’t 

forget that means around 130 lbs planing downwind.  Fortunately they were kept 

under control but it was a truly awesome sight for these normally graceful boats. 

Such were the shifts and pressure changes that Ken was kept very busy tweaking 

the position of the buoys to get the fairest courses.  He was even heard to say at one 

stage that the changing and challenging conditions made him glad he was only 

acting as RO and not sailing!  

However, by the end of the day the superior consistency of Peter Wiles (Sweet), 

Trevor Binks (Sword) and Dave Andrews (Sword) meant they filled the first three 

places. 

Day 2 dawned with the forecast of light airs, rain possibly clearing during the day.  

The forecasters got it right!  Initially the wind was so light and flukey that it was 

decided to postpone the first race for an hour to see if conditions would settle.  As 

the day wore on conditions did improve but it was not until lunchtime that the breeze 

really got up, switched direction thus necessitating a move to sailing from the far side 

of the lake.  However, that gave Ken the opportunity to set a super 

windward/leeward gate course using most of the length of the lake and some brilliant 

racing was enjoyed by all competitors. 

Peter and Dave again showed their prowess with Peter squeezing the win by just 

one point 22 to 23 after 14 races.  Vernon came home third. 

Thanks must go to the Eastbourne club for providing the venue and facilities, the 

Eastbourne ladies for their customary hospitality and the Eastbourne members for 

giving us the chance to sail, but above all to Ken Binks for establishing such good 

courses in some very challenging conditions.  Also thanks to Tony Banfield for co-

ordinating the finishing guys and John Henderson for just about everything else. 



Next round is at Woodspring so keep a lookout for race notice and entry details.  

Nice early entries help the host clubs immensely. 

 


